BACKGROUND:

The new S-290, 390, and 490 courses were published in 1993 and early 1994. Following publication, there were a number of errors identified. In February 1994, Training Working Team members were alerted to these errors and corrected pages were provided for distribution to agencies and to the Publication Management System (PMS).

STATUS:

Based on the new process for correcting materials published in PMS (see cover memorandum), we have reassessed the errors in the fire behavior courses and determined that no errata sheet is necessary for any of the three courses. Corrected pages, having already been prepared, should be placed in the product masters and the revised masters should be used in the next printing. A new certification will be necessary and the cover will be changed to reflect the new date.

Based on the above determination, the masters have been requested from PMS so that corrections can be made. The Standards Office will perform an edit on the new pages and determine if any additional action is necessary for certification of the revised product.

RECOMMENDATION:

Recommend that the Chairman sign the new certification statement when presented by the Standards Office. New masters will be submitted to PMS for use in the next printing.
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Theodore H. Martin
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